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In order for Uganda to attract investment in the mineral sector, the following 
interventions have been put in place:

• Capacity building of human resources to handle geoscientific data.

• Good policies and legal framework.

• More geoscientific data acquisition of geology, geochemistry and geophysics 
(new data covers 80% of the country).

• Mining Cadastre System.

• Geological Mineral Information System. 

• Environmental Management Capacity.
Recent geosurveys and mineral resources assessment under SMMRP identified 
potential mineral target areas for exploration and development: Some of them are 
discussed below:

1. Iganga gabbro intrusions (Ni-PGE potential)
2. West Nile Arua area stream sediment survey (gold potential)
3. Marble resources in Moroto area, Karamoja
4. Potential for kimberlites in South East Uganda
5. Naigobya geophysical anomaly
6. Bukusu alkaline-carbonatite complex (limestone, P, Fe, Ti, vermiculite, REE)
7. Masindi Karuma Falls area (Ni, Cr, PGE, Fe potential)
8. Kitaka-Buhweju area (Au potential)
9. Diatomite in Pakwach area
10. Kaiso kaolin and bentonite clays
11. Mayuge iron ores
12. Kafunzo, Ntungamo District (Ni potential)
13. Makuutu radiometric anomaly in Iganga (REE, U potential)
14. Hoima area stream sediment survey (gold potential)
15. Kaliro-Ivukula gold in quartz veins
16. Aboke –Aloi gold potential structures in connection to Aswa shear

In addition to above target areas, there are several mineral potential formations in the 
Karamoja region, which are at present not included in the field work of SMMRP. The 
most potential are the extensive marble formations at Katikekile, ESE of Moroto and 
other occurrences to the north. These formations are very extensive and even though 
they are mostly dolomitic, also calcitic layers occur. However, an urgent, 
comprehensive study is needed to locate cement quality calcite layers, which are thick 
enough to be mineable in industrial scale. This is a matter of vital importance to 
Tororo cement plant. In many places the marbles have colourful, nicely banded and 
folded structures and such rock types would awaken investors’ interest in utilizing 
these as dimension stone.

Much potential have also the alkaline-carbonatite complexes, such as Butiriku 
(Bukiribo), Budeda, Lolekek, Napak and Toror, which are poorly known compared to 
southwards occurring Bukusu, Tororo and Sukulu complexes. However, previous 
studies during 1950- early 1970s by the Geological Survey of Uganda indicate that 
also these northern complexes host mineral commodities which could prove to be 
economically exploitable, such as limestone, phosphates, vermiculite, iron-titanium 
ores, REE minerals and base metals. A large number of both published and 
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unpublished reports describe the results of the geological mapping, ground 
geophysical surveys and geochemical surveys. Planning of any exploration 
programme should start with a thorough study of this excellent material summarized 
in “Economic Aspects of Uganda Carbonatite Complexes” by Bloomfield in 1973, 
published in Overseas Geology and Mineral Resources, No.41: 50th Anniversary, 
Geological Survey and Mines Department, Uganda, in the series Natural Environment 
Research Council, Institute of Geological Sciences, London.

The young, Phanerozoic syenitic complexes, such as Mount Zulia complex in the 
north-easternmost corner of Uganda provide promising exploration targets for 
alkaline-carbonatites, although with remote location within forest reserves. 

There are indications of base metals (Cu, Zn) and gold to the east of Kitgum in Rom, 
Bobong and Kaabong. Chromite is known to form isolated pods and veins in the 
serpentinites and talc schists in Nakiloro, NE of Moroto. The chromite lenses can also 
have platinum potential. 

1. Iganga gabbro intrusions (Ni-PGE potential)
The Iganga gabbro complex is located ca. 130 km to the east of the city of Kampala 
and 15 km to the east of the town of Iganga. The landscape is flat, locally swampy, 
intensively cultivated and densely populated. Access into the area is provided by 
network of dirt roads.

The gabbro intrusions of the Iganga complex are indicated by rounded, aeromagnetic 
anomalies (Fig. 1). SMMRP field mapping and ground geophysical surveys combined 
with very limited soil geochemistry all indicate that these aeromagnetic anomalies are 
largely composed of gabbroic bodies. The magnetic anomalies (Fig. 2) have been 
labelled as follows: A) Butamakita (Ø ca. 8 km), B) Nabukalu (Ø ca. 6 km) and C) 
Bugiri (Ø ca. 4 km). There are also a group of smaller aeromagnetic anomalies which 
probably belong to the same gabbro complex, such as the magnetic anomaly between 
Nabukalu and Butamakita (No 3 in Fig. 2). The smaller magnetic anomalies are not 
exposed and are often located below swamps or lateritic crust.
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Fig. 1. The location of the round magnetic anomalies on Magnetic Analytic Signal map verified in the 
field to be caused either by gabbro intrusions or carbonatite complexes.
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Fig. 2. The analytical signal of the airborne magnetic survey covering the gabbro complex in Iganda, 
SE Uganda (red dots the towns of Iganga and Bugiri).

A magnetic-gravity traverse was surveyed by SMMRP along a road across the B 
anomaly and passing by the C anomaly. One can see that at B there is a heavy circular 
body and the effect of the second heavy body (anomaly C) is also causing a gravity 
high (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Gravity profile on magnetic analytical signal of B anomaly in Fig. 5, the Nabukalu intrusion. 
Black line is the gravity anomaly, red line is the actual survey profile along a road. Blue is base line for 
gravity model.

The Nabukalu gabbro body is dated by GTK at 2 611 Ma old magmatism. For the 
comparison it is worth to mention that the age is close to the Roby Zone within the 
Lac des Iles complex (2 689 Ma) at Ontario, Canada which hosts significant PGE-Ni-
Cu deposits.

Fine grained sulphides were detected in several exposures of the B and C anomalies 
which commonly include gabbro pegmatoids and varioli-trextured rocks, critical for 
PGE. The sulphides are recognized as rusty patches or bands. The disseminated 
sulphides are mainly pyrrhotite, chalcophyrite, pentlandite and pyrite. Most of the 
disseminated sulphide minerals represent magmatic sulphides. The best mineralized 
areas were observed within the Nabukalu (B) and Bukiri (C) gabbro. According to a 
chemical analysis from Nabukalu mineralized gabbro, it contains clearly elevated 
contents of nickel (0.18% Ni), copper (0.1% Cu) and gold (55 ppb Au) and slightly 
elevated Pd (11 ppb). Sulphur content is 1.3% S. Mineralized rocks in Bugiri (Fig. 4) 
contain up to 0.22% Ni, 0.19% Cu and 0.1 ppm Au.
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Fig. 4. An outcrop of rusty sulphide mineralized Bukiri gabbro with disseminated magmatic sulphides 
(pyrrhotite, chalcophyrite and pentlandite).

Further follow up is recommended using detailed geological mapping combined with 
hammer drilling. Stream sediment and soil geochemistry will reduce the target size. 
Geophysical gravity, magnetic and IP surveys should be focused on areas that 
geochemistry indicates having Ni-Pt potential.

2. West Nile Arua area stream sediment survey (gold potential)
It has been postulated that the Kilo-Moto gold fields in the DRC could extend to 
Uganda, since similar Archaean greenstone formations have been observed in the 
Arua area (Fig. 5). A comprehensive stream sediment survey was laid out (442 
samples) resulting in a strong cluster of anomaly points to the west of Zombo and to 
the north of the village of Zeu (Fig. 6).

Further exploration work to the north of the village of Zeu should be carried out, 
using detailed geological mapping together with hammer drilling. Soil geochemistry 
and ground geophysics for structural interpretation are recommended in this area with 
potential for gold and base metals.
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Fig. 5. Draft geological map of the southern West Nile area where Archaean greenstone belts have 
been mapped (A3CWabl). These are expected to be gold potential due to similarity with the Kilo-Moto 
area in the DRC.
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Fig. 6. Gold anomalous stream sediment samples plotted on an airborne magnetic map. A distinct 
concentration of anomaly points can be seen to the north of the village of Zeu. Soil sampling results 
are available within areas marked by red boxes (Warr and Nebbi).

3. Marble resources in Moroto area, Karamoja
In the Karasuk series marbles are common in several areas in and around Moroto in 
eastern Uganda (Fig. 7). Marbles are mostly dolomitic, but calcitic layers also occur. 
The most important use of these resources would be for cement, but also use for 
dimension stone should be considered, due to quite attractive colourful banding and 
folding in the marble (Fig. 8). Currently only small scale mining is ongoing (Fig. 9).

If an industrial scale quarrying operation of these marbles is considered or planned, it 
is a fundamental condition that the deposit is reliably known and confirmed that 
cement quality calcitic marble does occur as extensive and thick enough layers/bodies 
that can be quarried economically. These limestone resources are vital for the cement 
industry in eastern Uganda.

Zombo
Zeu
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Fig. 7. Example on marble potential areas (bluish green border) on draft geological map. Original map 
Draft NA-36-8 Moroto at scale 1:250 000 (SMMRP). To the NE of Moroto in Nakiloro, there are 
ultramafic volcanics, now serpentinites and talc schists that locally contain pods and veins of chromite 
with PGE potential. Further woks are recommended.

KENYA
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Fig. 8. Katikekile marble in outcrop, note folded layers.

Fig. 9.Small scale exploitation of the marble resources at Katikekile, Moroto district.

In order to find out the above matters a systematic investigation program by detailed 
mapping, sampling and extensive core drilling, completed by appropriate laboratory 
studies must be carried out.

4. Potential for kimberlites in South East Uganda
The airborne survey results for SE Uganda, combined with satellite imagery have 
been studied in order to locate structures that might be caused by small intrusion of 
possibly kimberlitic nature. Kimberlites are usually about 2-300 m in diameter and 
are generally not visible on airborne geophysics. However, a number of structures 
have been identified to the south of the lake Kyoga at the Kidera peninsula and 
further to the southeast between Iganga and the Kenyan border (Fig. 10) where 
kimberlite intrusion would be one option. 

Over 400 kimberlites have been discovered in Tanzania, 54 of which are 
diamondiferous and confined to the Archaean Tanzania Craton, which is located in 
the western central part of the country. It extends southwards from Lake Victoria and 
covers and area of 450 km by 450 km. It also extends northwards beneath Lake 
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Victoria and is present in the south-eastern part of Uganda although no known 
kimberlites have been reported there.

Fig. 10. Airborne geophysical map combining radiometric ternary and magnetic analytical signal in 
grey tone. Possible kimberlites have been indicated: green dots are high in Th and anomalous in U, red 
dots have also K high, dots of pink colour have no radiometric signal (mostly covered by water or 
alluvial sediments). A dot circled by black has a diameter of 300 m or less and yellow circles indicate 
anomalies of the size between 300 and 600 m. Note the strong radiometric anomaly (brown) in the 
middle of the Kidera area (black box) caused by a granite intrusion. Also the carbonatites of Sukulu 
and Tororo are visible on radiometric ternary maps (brown colour).

The airborne magnetic and radiometric maps give the needed tools to look for 
suitable geophysical anomalies. There are numerous magnetic anomalies and equally 
many radiometric anomalies in the area extending roughly from Lake Victoria to 
Lake Kyoga and from Victoria Nile to Mount Elgon. The area is about 150 km by 
150 km and covers 22 000 km2. It is not known if these anomalies are caused by 
kimberlites. There are two known gabbros and two carbonatites that are visible on 
airborne maps (Fig. 11).

Geophysical ground surveys by SMMRP were carried out to check some circular 
airborne magnetic anomalies in the above area. The most probable causes on point-
like magnetic anomalies are gabbros, carbonatites or even kimberlites. On 
geophysical maps they all can appear as pipe-like structures, and since they have both 
similar and dissimilar physical properties it is difficult to separate them from each 
other. 

Sukulu and 
Tororo 
carbonatites
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The magnetic method is widely used in the search for kimberlites which usually 
contain magnetite as an accessory mineral. Un-weathered kimberlites usually produce 
conspicuous magnetic anomalies. Weathered kimberlites instead become practically 
nonmagnetic, depending on the degree of weathering. It may appear that weathering 
precludes detection by the magnetic method, but such weathered kimberlites, in the 
midst of magnetic country rock, become a “hole” and can be studied magnetic 
surveys. 

Fig. 11. Airborne magnetic map with analytical signal with the same circles as Fig.10. Magnetic 
anomalies indicating the Iganga gabbros and the Sukulu-Tororo carbonatites are shown. In addition to 
the circles there is a large number of small magnetic anomalies that could also indicate pipe like 
intrusions (kimberlites?). A magnetic anomaly at Naigobya has also been surveyed on ground.

Gravity surveys carried out by SMMRP over 13 selected circular, small magnetic 
airborne anomalies, confirm the existence of pipe-like bodies extending to great 
depths in the gravity models. However, no outcrops of kimberlitic rocks have been 
found. Further exploration by low altitude magnetic and gravity surveys by helicopter 
or geophysical ground surveys followed by heavy mineral surveys focusing on 
kimberlite indicator minerals are recommended over this prospective ground. In areas 
where the weathering crust is thick the best way to discover kimberlite is to carry out 
systematic heavy mineral surveys on selected drainage areas The survey should start 
from small streams uphill where material from fresh bedrock is transported by water. 
Best samples are collected at locations where black, heavy minerals are accumulated.

Iganga
gabbros

Tororo
carbonatite

Sukulu 
carbonatite
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A comprehensive heavy mineral survey covering the whole country can be found in 
the archives of the DGSM (Final Report on the Diamond Prospecting Programme in 
Uganda 1965-1974 by Mineral Prospecting Uganda Limited) with a few indications 
of micro diamonds and more of the kimberlite indicator minerals. 

5. Naigobya geophysical anomaly
In the Naigobya area, about 35 km NW from the town of Iganga, the airborne 
magnetic map shows several rounded anomalies in connection to linear structures 
(Fig.11). This target is located on the topographical map 62-2 (Namwendwa), NNW 
from the village of Naigobya.

The reason of the anomaly is not known, considering the geological Archaean craton 
environment it could be either a mafic-ultramafic or an alkaline-carbonatite intrusion. 
Airborne magnetic (Fig. 12) and radiometric anomalies are the only indications of the 
occurrence since there are no outcrops. 
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Fig. 12. Naigobya geophysical ground survey traverse (black line) on an airborne analytic signal map. 
The grid is 2 km by 2 km.
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Fig. 13. Gravity survey profile and the airborne magnetic survey line at Naigobya target.

The gravity survey shows that there is a strong anomaly at the target corresponding 
well to the airborne magnetic anomaly. Both seem to have a common source. Even 
radiometric assays were in agreement with gravity and magnetics. 

The round shaped strong magnetic anomaly has been interpreted to represent a pipe 
structure caused by a ring formed Archaean meta-gabbro intrusion surrounded by 
Archaean Kampala suite of granitoids and orthogneisses. There is also a strong 
radiometric anomaly indicating Th and U mineralisation. 

Fig. 14. Ni in soil over the airborne magnetic anomaly at Naigobia.
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Soil samples were collected along the gravity line (Fig. 12) and along another, 
perpendicular line (Fig. 14). Ni, Cr, Cu and Co anomalies were detected in the centre 
of the postulated intrusion. Although the base metal grades are anomalous they are 
still in the frames of a non-mineralized mafic-ultramafic rock. However, there are 
highly anomalous (up to 280 ppm) Ce values in the SW-part of the massif (Fig. 15). 
These are almost twenty times the average of gabbroic rocks. Together with 
anomalous Nd values this is a clear indication of REE. Unfortunately, the weathering 
has been so intense that from the soil geochemical results it is impossible to define 
the rock type, but it looks possible that either alkali gabbro or carbonatite is the 
source. 

Fig. 15. Ce in soil over Naigobya intrusion, here interpreted to be an alkaline- metagabbro, but could 
also be a carbonatite complex with REE potential.

Drilling is recommended to study this interesting geophysical-geochemical target.

6. Bukusu alkaline-carbonatite complex (limestone, P, Fe, Ti, vermiculite, REE)
There are several alkaline and carbonatite complexes in eastern Uganda. The best 
known are Sukulu, Tororo and Bukusu (Fig. 16), which host major resource of 
limestone, apatite, and also magnetite, Nb- minerals and REE. Carbonatitic limestone 
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(soevite) can also be used for cement production like at Tororo with certain 
restrictions, caused by high P-, Mg and Si content. 

Fig. 16. The regional geological setting of the carbonatite intrusions of Sukulu, Tororo and Bukusu. 
Original 1:100 000 geological and mineral resources map 64, Tororo. The grey colour on the map 
indicates Archaean biotite granite of Tororo Suite. Grid 10 km by 10 km. Black circle approximates 
area of Na-K metasomatism.
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Residual soils at Sukulu are estimated to be 230.8 Mt, averaging 12.8% P2O5 and 
0.241% Nb2O5. The +325 mesh material equals to 123 Mt @ 15.63% P2O5, 0.16% 
Nb2O5 and 34.05% Fe2O3 . In addition the soils contain 45 Mt of magnetite with low 
Ti.

The Bukusu carbonatite (Fig. 17) also hosts a significant phosphate resource at 
Busumbu which was exploited from 1945 to 1963. An estimated 8.5 Mt of residual 
soils grading an average of 13% P2O5 have been identified there. Also the (titano-)
magnetite content is high.

REE content of the surrounding fenitic rocks at Sukulu and Bukusu was tested. For 
analyses the sample size was reduced/ concentrated to one fourth of the total by 
removing coarse grained material, mainly feldspar. These assays give only 
approximate grades. In Sukulu the total REE’s in all the seven samples were 783–
2890 ppm (heavy REE 5.5–7.2% of the total REE). In Bukusu (3 samples) the range 
was 630–2350 ppm REE (5.5–9.5% HREE of the total REE). 

Another set of soil samples was collected at Bukusu. Of these nine were assayed for 
REE. The highest grade (REE+U+Th) was 2973 ppm from a small murram pit, 
642519E, 92878N. The sample with maximum grade was taken close to the 
Nangalwe iron occurrence (640864E, 98934N). Two other samples were from 
Namekara vermiculite pit, 1075 ppm and 1847 ppm, 639619E, 92800N. The 
remaining six samples assayed between 679 ppm – 1866 ppm. In general the highest 
REE grades seem to be connected to iron-phosphate occurrence on the rims of the 
central carbonatite intrusion (Fig. 16 and 17).

Fig. 17. Gravity profiles along roads (for location, see Fig.16) indicating the extent of the Bukusu 
carbonatite complex. The higher REE grades in soil samples are found on the rims of the central 
carbonatite intrusion.

REE anomalies in soil

REE anomalies in soil
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A rock sample of the weathered Surumbusa iron ore deposit, 3 km NE from 
Nangalwe, contains 0.44% REE tot and 425 ppm Th.

The geochemistry of the carbonatite complexes in eastern Uganda was studied by the 
DGSM in 1950s up to early 1970s and summarized by Bloomfield, K. and by Brock, 
P.W.G. for Karamoja region in general (in Overseas Geology and Mineral Resources, 
No.41, 1973). Further regional stream sediment surveys are recommended to study 
the distribution of REE in connection to the alkaline-carbonatite complexes and to 
focus follow up soil sampling on best locations.

7. Masindi Karuma Falls area (Ni, Cr, PGE, Fe potential)

Stream sediment sampling carried out during 1972-1975 by Rizk (1977) covering 
map sheet 31 at Karuma Falls indicated anomalous nickel grades in connection to a 
magnetic anomaly in the airborne survey at Kasongoire (Fig. 18). A stream sediment 
sampling was carried out 2010 in order to confirm the prospectivity of this area.

Fig. 18. Magnetic analytic signal in Masindi, Karuma Falls area. Light blue on the map are the Lake 
Kyoga (right) and the River Nile. Geochemical survey in the area lined by the box.
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Fig. 19. Ni contents of stream sediment samples taken 2010 by SMMRP.

The Ni-indications in stream sediments are not strong, but group to the north of the 
magnetic zone at Kasongoire (Fig. 19).

The Kasongoire airborne magnetic anomaly was checked on the ground using gravity 
to see if there is an excess mass at the site. The survey confirms that heavier rock 
(density 3.395 kg/cubic dm) coincides with the magnetic anomaly. The reason for the 
geophysical anomalies could be the ironstones that are outcropping on the magnetic 
anomaly (Fig. 20). Their Ni and Cu grades are somewhat anomalous (Table 1). These 
goethite-hematite rich rocks may represent weathered equivalents of primary 
magnetite or pyrrhotite ore, either BIF or sulphide ore. 

Table 1. Rock samples of ironstone outcropping on the Kasongoire magnetic-gravity 
anomaly.

Kasongoire Kasongoire
iron ore iron ore

wt.% L11048849 L11048850

SiO2 24,6 42,3
TiO2 0,025 0,720

Al2O3 1,00 13,0
Fe2O3 69,4 36,2
MnO 0,025 <0.008
MgO <0.02 0,05
CaO 0,054 0,012
Na2O <0.03 0,12
K2O 0,009 0,910

Kasongoire
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P2O5 0,191 0,250
S 0,007 <0.006
V 0,005 0,018
Cr <0.002 0,031
Ni 0,009 0,023
Cu <0.002 0,013
Zn 0,025 0,011
As 0,046 0,002

Mafic intrusions (narrow sills) have also been observed in the area, which could 
explain the Ni grades in the soil above the magnetic anomaly and in the streams to the 
north of the magnetic anomaly.

Soil geochemistry across the magnetic anomaly supports the idea of Ni grades also in 
the bedrock since at several points the Ni is 10 times background (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20. Locations of gravity, magnetic and radiometric survey traverses (white tracks). Black dots  
with Fe indicate location of ironstone outcrops and the white dots outcrops of chert with less 
magnetite. The high Ni grades in soil are indicated by greenish-grey dots. The maximum values are 
concentrated on two magnetic zones.

After a detailed magnetic and gravity survey, further geochemical survey in close grid 
is recommended to select the most promising drilling targets. Especially the fold 
structures can be expected to host concentrations of mobile metal sulphides The about 
10 km long Kasongoire anomaly hosts potential for sulphide occurrences (Ni, Cu, Pt) 
and iron ore.

Fe

Fe
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8. Kitaka-Buhweju area (Au potential)
One of the most interesting gold producing areas in Uganda is Buhweju with a large 
number of sites, where artisanal miners are panning (Fig. 21). It is recognized that the 
informal gold production is significant with over 50,000 artisanal miners, but the 
production is largely unreported. 

Fig. 21. Gold in the Buhweju area. The yellow dots are known gold occurrences. The stream sediment 
sampling done 1993-1995 during UNDP-project (Report Pekkala et al 1995) returning high gold 
values are shown by grey dots. The reanalyses of 280 of those samples gave clear gold indications in 
the area to the south of the Mashonga gold field, where no gold occurrences are known. Gold potential 
quartz vein systems are indicated by orange lines. The well-known occurrences of Anderson’s and 
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Buckley’s reefs are strongly indicated in the UNDP stream sediment survey. The re-analyses of the 
UNDP samples also indicate a strong REE anomaly to the SE of Mashonga. The grey box indicates an 
area for soil geochemistry (Buhweju soil).

Fig. 22. Legend of the map in Fig. 21. Geology is by the SMMRP mapping.
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Fig. 23. Grid of soil geochemistry at Buhweju target (grey box in Fig. 21). The grid is 1 km by 1 km. 
Gold anomalous samples are wide spread and concentrated in southern part of the sampling area. The 
hypothesis is that the granite has mobilized gold and traps would be found close by. Gold anomalies 
produced by the UNDP survey were confirmed, however, further follow-up work is necessary.

Historical and active gold panning areas are good indications of a high gold potential 
also in the bedrock. In many localities the gold grains (nuggets) panned from river 
valleys are angular or sub-angular indicating short or no transport at all (Fig. 24). 

Fig. 24. Subangular gold grains of short-transportation from a panning site at Kirunga village east of 
Mutukura, Buhweju area (map sheet 76-2).

In the Buhweju and Bushenyi areas there are tens of separate gold occurrences and panning 
sites. At Kitaka deposit (Kamwenge District, map sheet 76-2) galena, chalcopyrite and Fe-
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sulphide bearing quartz veins are quarried in a medium grained mafic rock, a metadolerite. 
The mafic rock is metamorphosed under low greenschist facies and is mainly composed of 
chlorite and carbonate. It contains a network of quartz veins of different ages, some veins are 
brecciated. Some un-deformed veins contain clear rock crystals. The gold panned from 
crushed hard rock is either angular or sub-angular (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25. Gold grains from galena-quartz veins hosted in mafic rocks, Kitaka deposit. 

A sample of massive lens of galena (66.1% Pb) from the main quartz vein in the Kitaka 
quarry contained interesting grades of silver, 30.1 ppm Ag. Respectively, a carbonate-chlorite 
rock containing disseminated galena (2.35% Pb) contains rather much gold (1.79 ppm Au). 
Zinc (70–170 ppm) and copper (50–190 ppm) were low in these samples. The chemical 
composition of a seemingly fresh host rock corresponds to basalt.

At Muti River (map sheet 76-4), in the Bushenyi gold area about 20 SW from Ibanda, there 
are some gold panning localities within a couple kilometres of the river valley. Downstream 
the lowermost of these panning sites is close to an old gold reef composed of quartz network 
in a light coloured sericite quartzite (or sandstone) matrix. The river cuts this reef, which 
most likely is the source of the gold panned presently just below the reef. The weathered 
material above the reef has been previously mined. A drilling profile or trench excavated by 
machine across the reef would explain the type of the occurrence and distribution of gold at 
Muti River area. Based on other panning sites upstream the river valley, there must also be 
additional bedrock gold occurrences along the Muti River.

At Mashonga, 17 km north from Bushenyi there is a NE-SW-trending gold reef that 
generally contains only little vein quartz. A soft-rock-zone is cutting at steep angle various 
schists and kaolinized granite veins (Fig. 26). This represents likely a shear zone that has, as a 
result of strong deformation, first been altered to mica rich rock and later due to weathering to 
clay rich material. Gold was most likely enriched in this shear zone already during the 
orogenic deformation of the bedrock. Gold is fine grained and the panned material contains 
much fine grained dust of magnetite.
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Fig. 26. Mashonga gold reef is a weathered shear zone cutting schists (shear zone weathered to clay, 
yellow-brown) and granite veins (kaolinitized, white) close to the contact of schist and conglomerates 
at the Lubare Ridge north of Mashonga.

Further exploration work should be focused on the area south of the Mashonga gold 
reef in order the find new, perhaps bigger deposits.

9. Diatomite in Pakwach area
In Uganda diatomites have been formed in the Quaternary beds of the Western Rift, 
on the western side of the Albert Nile. Principal occurrences are known around Alwi 
(Alui), Atar and Panyango, close to the town of Pakwach (Fig. 27).
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Fig. 27. Potential area in Pakwach (blue line) on draft geological maps, original scale at 1:250 000, for 
finding diatomite occurrences.

During the SMMRP field work the diatomite occurrences in the Pakwach area were 
studied and sampled for comprehensive laboratory studies.

Pakwach
town

DRC
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At Alwi a pit was recorded where about a metre thick rather white diatomite bed was 
overlain by 1−1.5 m thick topsoil. Currently the only use is for white washing of local 
houses. Another diatomite pit was recorded near by the main road at Alwi village. 
The diatomite layer is about 0.8 m thick, covered by overburden ca 1.5 m. 

In a road cut some 5 km towards Packwach from Alwi (Fig. 27), a cream coloured 
diatomite bed is visible under 0.5 m topsoil along a distance of 20 m. The thickness is 
not known. At Atar village a thin diatomite layer was also observed. 

Fig. 28. In a road cut near Pakwach (E: 0328403 N: 0270190 Alt 630) about one metre thick layer of 
pure, white diatomite can be observed.

About 6 km to NE from the town of Pakwach, along the Albert Nile at Panyango, 
there is a 10−15 m high, old river bank, some 0.5 km from the current river bed. 
There four separate diatomite beds are visible, in total 5−6 m and the thickest one 
close to 4 m. 

Laboratory studies comprised routine XRD and XRF determinations for the 
mineralogical and chemical compositions. However, due to the non-crystalline form 
of diatoms Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was the most important method. By 
the SEM the most essential properties of diatomites for various industrial applications 
could be found out. These include the type, shape, size and amount of different 
diatoms (Fig.29). Also the content and type of other minerals could be identified.

Fig. 29. Diatomite at Pakwach. Photo by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). GTK.
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Mineralogical and chemical determinations show that the diatomite content varies to 
great extent in different layers. Besides diatoms, other minerals detected are kaolinite, 
smectite, quartz and occasionally plagioclase. Especially the kaolinite content is often 
high, in some layers more than 50%. Secondary iron hydroxide is common at least in 
the topmost parts of the deposits. Diatomite occurs in several separate layers (0.5 to 1 
m) which obviously extend over extensive areas and potential reserves are large.

However, to find out the economic potential and usability of these diatomite deposits 
much work should be carried out. At first a systematic sampling on all layers of 
different deposits and comprehensive laboratory tests are needed. Proper processing 
methods to produce a concentrate which fulfils the requirements of different 
industrial uses must be tested. Secondly the demand must be confirmed. If these are 
OK, a major work to define the reserves and their mining feasibility is recommended.

10. Kaiso kaolin and bentonite clays
Along the shores of Lake Albert, close to the Kaiso fishing village, there are 
horizontal layers of kaolin and bentonite clays (Fig. 30). Exposed in many places on a 
10-15 m high slope are inter mixed layers of bentonite, kaolin clay and sand (Fig. 31). 
Since the smectite (the main mineral in bentonite) content of the clays varies greatly, 
detailed three dimensional investigations such as systematic pitting and Auger drilling 
are necessary to find out the actual thickness of the individual bentonite layers and
their ratio with kaolinitic and sand interbeds. The samples from all layers in the pits 
or cores must be studied carefully by XRD and XRF for their mineral and chemical 
composition.

Fig. 30. The potential area (magenta colour) of kaolin and bentonite clay deposits at Kaiso, along the 
Lake Albert on a draft geological map (original at scale 1:250 000, grid 20 km).
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Fig. 31. Interlayered bentonite, kaolin clay and sand at Kaiso fishing village.

11. Mayuge iron ores
There are ironstone prospects at the Namugongo and Nambogwe peninsulas outside 
the town of Jinja in Lake Victoria (Fig. 32). The occurrences are in average 15 m 
wide and about 300 m long. The iron content is quite high, about 70% Fe (Table 2), 
but so is also the P2O5 content (1-2%) and the polysulfidic metals, which would 
reduce the quality of the iron. Mining so close to the lake is also very challenging 
although its closeness to the town of Jinja makes it attractive.

Fig. 32. The location of the Mayuge ironstones outside Jinja on a geological map at scale 1:100 000 
(Jinja 72). Code P1BNsh is shale, slate and phyllite of the Buganda group. The grid is 10 by 10 km.
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Fig. 33. Scenery towards west from the Nambogwe peninsula in Lake Victoria standing on ironstone 
looking towards Namugongo.

Fig. 34. Iron stone boulders at Nambogwe peninsula (0536266E/39873N) in Mayuge district.

Table 2. Chemical composition of the ironstone at Nambogwe.

sample Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 Fe2O3 S Ni
% % % % % %

175X 175X 175X 175X 175X 175X
E N rock type
536377 40006 iron stone 17625 1,19 8,97 1,08 83,2 0,011 0,278
536139 39775 ironstone (botyroidal) 17626 1,39 8,85 1,60 82,6 0,013 0,175
536121 39772 ironstone (brecciated) 17627 1,62 33,4 1,64 60,4 0,009 0,033
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The ground geophysical survey across to and parallel with the ironstones did not 
produce evidence of any gravity high or consistent magnetic pattern, mainly due to 
the peninsulas being too narrow for reliable survey. After detailed magnetic survey, 
core drilling is recommended to study the extent and quality of the ironstones.

12. Kafunzo, Ntungamo District (Ni potential)
At Kafunzo in the Ntungamo district, close to Rwanda-Tanzania border in SW 
Uganda, there are some distinct anomalies on the SMMRP airborne magnetic map 
(Fig 35). The area has also been covered by helicopter borne electromagnetic survey 
producing conductivity anomalies. Geologically the bedrock consists of shale and 
mudstone. The very few outcrops do not give any indication of the source of the 
geophysical anomalies. 

Fig. 35. Airborne survey, magnetic analytical Signal SW Uganda.

Small scale cassiterite mining is ongoing at Kafunzo and recently a number of bore 
holes have been drilled to study the long and relatively strong magnetic anomaly (Fig. 
36). The results indicate that it is caused by magnetite bearing schist. However, a few 
kilometres north of this magnetic anomaly there is another smaller magnetic zone 
with a length of ~3 km and width ~200 m (Fig. 37). The host rock is not known since 
there are no outcrops in the area. Considering the analogies with the Kabanga nickel 
sulphide deposit in north-western Tanzania, it is speculated that an intrusion feeder 
channel could be the anomaly source. A magnetic and gravity ground survey by 
SMMRP supports the interpretation of a magnetic, heavier body at the site. However, 
a soil geochemical survey across the geophysical anomaly failed to indicate 
mineralized mafic rocks. Instead, Sn, As, Ba and Au anomalies appear along the two 
geochemical traverses. Core drilling is recommended to study the source of the 
magnetic-gravity anomaly which might not be coming up to rock surface, explaining 
the weak results by soil geochemistry. 

Kafunzo magnetic 
anomaly
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Fig. 36. Airborne magnetic anomalies with overprint of EM conductor locations (green dots) and 
known cassiterite showings (blue squares Sn; Nb, Be).
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Fig. 37. The magnetic airborne anomaly possibly indicating a mafic feeder channel with Ni, Co, Cr and 
Pt potential. The black lines are tracks and roads that can be used for further field work. The grid is 1 
km.
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13. Makuutu radiometric anomaly in Iganga (REE, U potential)
The SMMRP airborne radiometric survey indicates a U-Th anomaly, trending E-W, 
in connection to a small Karroo graben at Bugiri (Fig. 38).

Fig. 38. Location of a radiometric anomaly south of Iganga (red). The purple colour delineates known 
Karroo sediments at Bugiri. There is a possibility that the known Karroo sediments extend much 
further to the east. In that case a Karroo graben could be prospective also for coal.

Fig. 39. Radiometric airborne map. Blue is thorium high, red is U high while black indicated high U-
Th. The grid is 20 km.

Geophysical gravity and radiometric ground surveys by SMMRP indicate that the 
radiometric anomaly (Fig. 39) is caused by a possible graben with mudstones and 
claystones extending in E-W direction about 25 km, with a ca 1 000 m width in 
Archaean granitic environment (Fig. 40). Analyses of the sedimentary rocks in 
excavated pits show slightly anomalous values of Th (max 60 ppm), U (max 10 ppm), 
Ce (max 100 ppm), Nb (Max 50 ppm) and La (max 20 ppm). Since the zone is long, 
the potential for these metals is high. More pitting work should be done to study if U 
and REE would form concentrations along this possible graben or paleo channel. 
Drilling is needed if the mineral potential of this extensive anomaly is to be 
established.
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Fig. 40. Gravity model for a geophysical traverse at Matuku (Fig. 39). Note the very low density of the 
anomaly source indicating a possible sediment filled basin. In the petrophysical database of Uganda, 
mudstones and shales have densities of this level.

14. Hoima area stream sediment survey (gold potential)
Stream sediment samples (360 pcs) have been collected on 1:100 000 mapsheets 47 
and 48, mainly to the south of Hoima to study if the contact zone between the 
Neoproterozoic Bunyoro sediments and Archaean granites and gneisses would have 
gold potential (Fig. 41).
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Fig. 41. Draft geological map (original at 1:250 000 scale, grid 20 km) showing the contact area 
between Bunyoro sediments (P3MB) and Archaean granites and gneisses (A3Uggg) to the south of the 
town of Hoima.

The gold results plotted on an airborne magnetic map (Fig. 42) show weak gold 
indications both in the Bunyoro sediments just south of the town of Hoima and in the 
Kafu river area. More exploration work is recommended to follow up the weak gold 
indications. Soil surveys have been carried out at Bugasa, Kafu River, Kafu River 
West and Kafu River East. Follow up soil sampling is recommended for Kafu River 
West area.
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Potential for 
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Fig. 42. Stream sediment samples with weakly anomalous gold grades to the south and southeast of 
Hoima, on an airborne magnetic map. Soil survey areas are marked by grey boxes. Further exploration 
follow up could be focused on these areas. Kafu River West has the strongest Au anomalies in soil.

15. Kaliro-Ivukula gold in quartz veins
In the Kaliro-Ivukula area in SE Uganda (Fig. 43) gold has been detected in 
weathered outcrops of Archaean gneisses in connection to quartz and dolerite veins 
(Fig. 44). The indicative grades are up to 2 ppm gold. However, no mafic volcanics or 
BIF have been observed in outcrops in the area.

A geochemical stream sediment sampling was carried out in the area of known gold 
indications found in very local vein quartz rubble mainly to the north of the village of 
Ivukula. However, gold is quite low in the stream sediments around the bedrock 
anomalies. Instead, the stream sediment sampling indicates a weak anomaly to the SE 
of the bedrock indications. The area is intersected by NE and NW trending weakness 
zones, at least in part filled by dolerites. The possibility of Archaean greenstone belts 
with gold potential quartz veins covering larger area is worth of studying, starting 
with soil sampling (drilling under the lateritic crust) around the gold indications in 
bedrock. 

Hoima town
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Fig. 43. Geological map (original scale 1:250 000, grid 20 km) showing the location of the Kaliro-
Ivukula gold potential area within Archaean gneisses.

Fig. 44. Stream sediment sampling results plotted on airborne magnetic map. The stream sediment 
samples (white dots) fail to support the Au grades in weathered bedrock (yellow dots), instead 
somewhat higher Au grades in stream sediments are found in the SE of the sampling area. No single 
geological structure can be connected to the Au indications.
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16. Aboke –Aloi gold potential structures in connection to Aswa shear
Although the geochemical response is very weak, the structures and weakness zones 
connected to the major Aswa shear have potential for metal concentrations like gold 
and uranium and possibly base metals. Only in connection to one magnetic structure, 
close to Aboke, some weak gold indications have been located (Fig. 45 and 46).

Fig. 45. Draft final geological maps (original scale 1:250 000, grid 20 km by 20 km) showing the 
location of the Aswa shear and the secondary shears that might have worked as traps for gold and other 
mobile elements. Note the existence of laterite. Aboke stream sediment sampling area shown by black 
box.
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Since laterite cover is common in the area, soil geochemistry is not working well. 
Hammer drilling to get fresh samples for geochemistry is recommended.

Fig. 46. Weak gold indications at Aloi plotted on airborne magnetic map, close to secondary shears to 
the major Aswa shear. At Aboke the target for geochemical survey was a NW-SE striking magnetic 
anomaly checked on ground by another SMMR project as well as at Aloi where the target was a small
E-W striking magnetic anomaly
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Fig. 47. New potential exploration targets on an airborne geophysical map (magnetic analytical signal).

For information contact:

Commissioner

Geological Survey and Mines Department

Plot 21-29 Johnstone Road

P.O. Box 9, Entebbe, Uganda

Tel: +256-312-262903

+256-414-320559

Fax: +256-414-320364

E-mail: dgsm@minerals.go.ug

Website: www.uganda-mining.go.ug
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